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Founding CTO of Lana
○ Fintech for the underbanked in Latin
America.
○ 2018 Q1 to 2020 Q2.
Founding CTO of Cabify
○ Ride-hailing in Spain & Latin America.
○ 2011 Q2 to 2017 Q4.
○ Valuation at departure: $1,4bn
Founder of Autofiscal S.L.
○ Invoicing and tax platform in Spain,
never launched to public, used by
Cabify internally.
○ 2009 to now.
Computer Science BSc Staffordshire, 2004.
CERN Alumni. (2003)
Problem solver, systems architect, full-stack
developer.

Invoicing is painful
… in general, but especially for startups:
●
●
●

Developing even a basic PDF invoice takes considerable time.
Results usually not pretty.
Dealing with taxes & official requirements has unobvious pitfalls:
○
○
○
○

●

Periodic changes in tax rates or types
Dealing with rounding errors
Containing correct legal texts
Pro-formas, sequences, receipts, refunds...

Companies want to focus on their problem domain!

e-Invoicing is even more painful
●
●
●
●

Understanding the local format usually based on complex XML Schema.
Very few software libraries exist.
Digital Signatures are hard.
Some countries require electronic “stamps”:
○
○

●

An official stamp or seal from the local government.
Communication with unreliable APIs and poorly crafted testing environments.

Most SMEs just don’t bother, unless they need to:
○
○
○
○

Some countries legally demand e-invoicing.
B2G often require them, especially in Europe.
In some cases can be done by hand on demand, so why bother automating?
Cabify for example creates electronic invoices in Spain manually.

Global e-invoicing is very painful
Every startup aspires to go global eventually. However, dealing with:
●
●
●
●

multiple global formats,
varying tax and legal requirements,
different APIs in each country,
finding decent providers without local tech talent,

… all takes considerable time and investment!

Yet the world is going digital
Known countries where e-invoicing is available or required.

voluntary
B2G required
B2B required
* data from searches online, not official, nor complete

Hypothesis

“Companies of all sizes with or without developers will need to support electronic
invoices sooner or later. They want to simplify their operations, and not invest
heavily on internal invoicing solutions that don’t add value to their company.
Simplicity, practicality, and presentation are important to them. They aspire for
global reach.”

Solution

10 T-Shirts, VAT21, €15

Basic sale details

GoBL
microservice

1. A new global invoicing format & microservice built in Go called GoBL.
Open Source project that helps developers build invoices with local
tax & validation rules, digital signatures, and simple JSON output.
“rows”: [
{
“qty”: 10,
“desc”: “T-Shirt”,
“price”: 1500,
“tax”: 315,
“total”: 15000,
JSON GoBL
Complete Invoice

Solution
2. Invopop provides a SaaS API to convert the GoBL JSON documents
into local print and digital versions, including government stamps if
required.
GOV
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Solution
3. Invopop includes a web based tool for manual invoice supervision
and management, aimed at business teams of any size.

Why stop at invoicing?
Once you have a flow of electronic invoices, the doors open to:
●

Other business documents, like
○
○
○
○

●
●
●

pro-forma invoices,
purchase orders,
pay slips & salaries, and
contracts.

E-money banking for invoice payments.
Factoring and related financial services in real-time.
Empowering digital signatures to confirm receipt and intent from recipients
(like DocuSign, but machine-readable).

What are companies already doing?
Global invoicing providers exist:
●
●

Edicom, Seeburger, Basware, SAP Ariba, SERES. All focused on large enterprise, no
off-the shelf products. “Old School” approaches, not very startup friendly.
Fonoa. Focus on compliance and large enterprise with global presence. Startup. No
self-service yet. Closest competitor to Invopop. Business team mostly ex-Uber.
Currently in 5 countries, closing a new round.

Local providers in multiple countries:
●

B2BRouter,... more focussed on local markets independently as opposed to a global
product.

Each country has their own local providers. Cabify has local direct integrations.

Invopop is unique
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Developers first, sales teams later.
Self-service.
Aim to become first choice at both local and global level.
Provide a fast and simple user experience.
Scalable platform.
Make it easy for companies of any size to use the product: freelancers,
SMEs, and corporations.
Contribute and collaborate to share the complexity of local requirements using
Open Source software.

Pricing
●
●
●

Income from launch of MVP.
Simple and transparent following self-service objective.
1 credit per invoice.
○
○

●
●

Additional credits for electronic invoices that incur additional costs, likes government stamps
via a provider.
Credits make multi-currency easier.

Pre-pay for credits with volume discounts.
To investigate:
○
○
○

Minimum charges (like monthly subscription).
Post-pay for consumed credits, weekly or monthly.
Large accounts with NET 30/60.

MVP Business Plan
Focus: get a basic product working in Spain within 6 months.
Costs:
●
●
●
●
●

Founder living expenses covering architecture, systems, and full-stack
development.
Front-end developer salary/freelance (after 2 or 3 months).
Cloud hosting.
Design and branding, just the basics.
100% remote. No office.

Investment Plan
●

Raising ~€450.000 pre-seed.
○
○
○
○

●

Once MVP working with trial customers, consider seed funding alongside:
○
○
○

●

Major investors (Emerge & GFC) closed in September with €350k
Closing +€100k from friends, family, & angels.
Cover salaries and expenses for first year+ to build MVP.
All common shares, based on pre-money valuation of €1,75m.
Strong operational leadership.
Frontend, backend, systems, & support teams.
Local providers or dev teams in key countries.

Prove model for further expansion.
○

Determine expansion plan to support new countries based on experience.

Appendix

E-invoicing is coming
“Electronic invoicing implementation is expanding and more and more used for
transactions. It is estimated that [by 2025] this market reaches $20.529 million
and becomes the invoicing method for 100% of transactions in many
countries.”
http://blog.groupseres.com/en/global-trends-in-electronic-invoicing-seres-global

“We estimate that the size of the global e-invoicing and enablement market in
2019 amounts to €4.3 bn, and that it will reach approximately €18bn in 2025”
https://www.billentis.com/The_einvoicing_journey_2019-2025.pdf

E-invoicing has caveats for businesses
“The e-invoicing environment is diverse and complex, with many suppliers and a lack of
generally accepted standards. This can create a number of challenges, particularly for
smaller companies that lack extensive IT resources.”
https://www.americanexpress.com/us/foreign-exchange/articles/einvoicing-easing-global-business-services/

“The requirements that have to be met with e-invoicing are complex, and even more
complex if you’re obliged to take into account rules in different countries.”
https://www.pwc.ch/en/publications/2019/Electronic%20invoicing_2018_EN_web.pdf

“The biggest obstacles to e-invoicing are technical capacity and social/staffing issues.
On the technical side, it may be that you, your suppliers or sometimes both of you lack
the resources, it can take significant resources to both implement and continue to
deliver e-invoicing.”
http://en.bizeducate.com/blog/articles/98-benefits-and-difficulties-of-implemeting-e-invoicing

Invopop takes a different approach
CREATION LIBRARY

CONVERSION SERVICE

Open Source business language
library for developers called GoBL
with:

SaaS on invopop.com to convert
GoBL documents into local format:

●
●
●
●
●

JSON-Schema based format.
Digital Signatures.
Regional taxes and legal
requirements built-in.
Help and guide developers.
Microservice container option.

●
●
●
●
●

Simple APIs.
Stylish PDF generation.
Conversion to local e-Invoice
formats with digital signatures.
Uploading to local “stamping”
services, if required.
Web UI

Invopop is Developer Focussed
Developers are primary target. You win them over through:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Clear and open API documentation.
Self-service; no “talk to sales” to get started.
Functional and free testing environment.
Straight forward pricing, with volume discounts.
Clear guidance for digital signatures.
Choose between open source library, container to install on own cluster, or
fully hosted according to compliance needs.
Build support communities.

Invopop is Business Friendly
Business people like to see what’s going on:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Modern & fast web UI.
Follow activity of all invoices.
Monitor costs.
Manually create invoices if required.
Define groups, projects, and sequences.
Reporting.
Webhooks and export to ERPs.

Invopop Basic Integration Architecture
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Customer generates JSON invoice locally using factory, and forwards to
Invopop for conversion to local format with government stamp if required.
Resulting invoice forwarded directly where needed.
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Invopop Expansion
MVP:
●

Spain
○

●

One of the most complex invoice and tax systems, sets level high.

Belgium
○

Investor contacts, central location, european standard e-invoicing (PEPPOL).

Post-MVP to be determined, options:
●

Investigate either Mexico, Portugal, or Italy as next target.
○

●
●

Countries that require digital invoices for all B2B.

Determine if either US, European, or Latam expansion makes most sense.
Local franchise or group ownership and development (or mix!)

MVP Implementation
Sprints of 2 to 6 weeks.
Sprint 1

Working version of GoBL tools, focus on Spanish system.

Sprint 2

Transformation engine basic structure, including file storage.

Sprint 3

PDF version of Spanish Invoice

Sprint 4

Electronic version of Spanish Invoice

Sprint 5

API

Sprint 6

Base web interface for creating Invoice, including login.

MVP.

Receive initial feedback. Target initial users <100.

